Flood Hazard Mitigation Memorandum
To:

Terry Fleck, Chairman
Burleigh County WRD

From:

Craig Odenbach, P.E.

Date:

October 26, 2013

Subject: Feasibility Assessment

Background:
The Burleigh County Water Resource District directed Houston Engineering, Inc. to conduct a feasibility
level assessment of the potential to construct a flood control project for the Glenwood Estates/Falconer
Estates areas south of the City of Bismarck. These areas, lying south of 48th Avenue SE and east of
Washington Street, were not protected by the temporary flood control measures constructed during the
2011 flood event.
A Public Informational Meeting was held October 25, 2012 to receive public input and gage support for
permanent flood control measures. A memorandum summarizing this meeting is attached. In general, those
present expressed support for further evaluation of a project to provide flood protection. The concerns
ranged from the projected costs to the levee’s location, its impacts to yards and trees, and public access.
Some questioned the cost and whether the money would be better spent dredging the Missouri River.
Others questioned the likelihood of a recurrence of a Missouri River flood of a similar magnitude to the 2011
flood event, but noted the threat of flooding from ice jam events is ongoing, and the risk is real.
It was readily apparent after a technical review that this project may be best approached in two segments:
the area immediately north of Sibley Island and south of 48th Avenue being the first segment, and the area
south of Oahe Bend being the second. A discussion of these segments is provided sequentially as follows.

Sibley Island Levee
A potential levee alignment is illustrated on Figure 1. This alignment initiates on Washington Street, then
follows the existing roadway through much of the Sibley Island Park, crosses the backwater channel at the
location of an existing dam and crossing, then extends to the south/southeast to the intersection of South 12th
Street and Oahe Bend. This is one of three alignments that were originally considered, and preliminary
evaluations concluded Alignment #2, Figure 1, was the most cost effective and viable route.
A meeting was held with representatives of Bismarck Parks and Recreation District (BPRD) and the US Army
Corps of Engineers (COE) to discuss the potential levee alignments through the park on property owned by the
COE. The BPRD manages the park facilities under a lease agreement with the COE. Concerns with the
identified route include access to the camping spots along the roadway and interruptions that would occur
during the camping season. It was explained that the road would only need to be raised minimally through
most of the park, and providing reasonably level access to camping pads should not be a problem. There were
also discussions related to widening the existing roadway to accommodate a marked bike trail and the future
pedestrian trail being considered along the west side of Washington Street to the park.
A portion of the Washington Street grade raise that was part of the Lincoln Township roadway project being
constructed by the Burleigh County Highway Department was removed from their project. This segment
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impacted the COE’s property, and, due to the timing required to obtain additional easements for construction,
it was determined this work should be postponed and completed as part of the Sibley Island Levee segment.
The costs to construct this portion of the levee system would be paid by Lincoln Township; therefore these
costs are not included in this memorandum.
A feasibility level Opinion of Probable Cost was developed for the Sibley Island Levee segment and is
summarized below. A more detailed summary is attached. The approximate cost per lot is based on 108 lots
being located within the benefited area. These costs could change significantly if cost share assistance were
provided by the State Water Commission for the levee portion or if other sources of funding were found to
offset some of the paving costs.
Sibley Island Levee
Construction
$ 1,027,202
Geotechnical
$ 10,000
Engineering
$ 184,897
Administration
$ 82,176
Levee Total
$ 1,304,275
Cost Per Lot
$ 12,076
Sibley Island Paving
Construction
$ 427,963
Engineering
$ 77,033
Administration
$ 34,237
Paving Total
$ 539,233
Project Combined Total
$ 1,843,508
Cost Per Lot
$ 17,070
The area potentially benefitted by the construction of the Sibley Island Levee is illustrated on Figure 2. Paving
within the park would not be considered an assessed cost to the properties. These costs likely would be paid
through other funding mechanisms, such as federal/state recreational grants or park district funds.

Oahe Bend Levee – Alternative #1
Two potential alignments remain under consideration to protect the area south of Oahe Bend/Falconer
Estates. Alternative #1 involves a levee running along the rear or west side of the riverward lots from Oahe
Bend to Dogwood Drive as illustrated on Figure 3. This alignment would cross several residential lots and
would vary significantly in height with an average of around two (2) feet. A feasibility level Opinion of
Probable Cost was developed for Alternative #1 and is summarized below. A more detailed summary is
attached. The approximate cost per lot is based on 133 lots being located within the benefited area.
Oahe Bend Levee – Alternative #1
Construction
$ 852,941
Geotechnical
$ 10,000
Engineering
$ 153,530
Administration
$ 68,235
Levee Total
$ 1,084,706
Cost Per Lot
$
8,156
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Based on feedback received during the initial Public Informational Meeting, there will likely be many issues
that need to be resolved with locating the levee across any residential lot. These will include tree removal,
impacts to the property, impacts or changes to the viewshed, sprinkler systems and proximity to houses.
These issues have been raised on other projects under consideration by the BCWRD and have resulted in
considerable time and expense to attempt finding common ground or resolution. Therefore, serious
consideration needs to be given to options that would avoid such conflicts. While this may result in some
residential structures being placed on the riverward side of the levee the project cannot be constructed
without landowner agreement.
The area potentially benefitted by the construction of this segment is illustrated on Figure 4.

Oahe Bend Levee – Alternative #2
Another alternative considered for this second segment (Alternative #2) was to extend the levee
south/southwest from Dogwood Drive, then south across a backwater channel, then across the area near the
Girl Scout Campgrounds, where it would tie into Sibley Drive as illustrated on Figure 5. This extension south
from Dogwood Drive would also provide some protection to portions of the Briardale Area. A feasibility level
Opinion of Probable Cost was developed for Alternative #2 as summarized below. A more detailed summary
is attached. The approximate cost per lot is based on 155 lots being located within the benefited area.
Oahe Bend Levee – Alternative #2
Construction
$ 1,357,962
Geotechnical
$ 10,000
Engineering
$ 244,433
Administration
$ 108,637
Levee Total
$ 1,721,033
Cost Per Lot
$ 11,103

The levee extension south from Dogwood Drive would appear to have significant regulatory hurdles to
overcome. It would require two crossings of the old backwater channel, possibly triggering the need for a
permit under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, as well as the potential need for authorization from the
State Engineer to construct the project on Sovereign Lands of North Dakota.
The additional area potentially benefitted by the extension of the levee is illustrated on Figure 6. Given the
limited number of additional properties protected, the question has to be raised as to the value of the
additional cost for this alternative. Further consideration of the benefits and the number of lots that could be
provided an increased measure of protection is required before completion of the preliminary engineering
report phase for project development.
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Conclusions and Next Steps
The entire project could be put to a vote of the benefitted parties and allowed to pass or fail on its merits, or
each segment could be taken to the voter’s independently. The Sibley Island Levee provides the intended
benefits regardless of whether or not the levee segments to the south are constructed, whereas the southern
areas are only protected if the Sibley Island Levee is constructed. Therefore, it appears prudent to first
proceed with project development and a vote of the potentially benefitted landowners for the Sibley Island
Levee. Should these landowners vote to proceed with a project, then consideration could be given to the
Oahe Bend Levee. This next segment could be developed in two stages, depending on public feedback, with
the Oahe Bend to Dogwood Drive as a second project, and the levee from Dogwood Drive to Sibley Drive as a
potential third project.
Now that preliminary alignments have been identified and feasibility level opinions of probable cost
developed, the next step would be to conduct a second Public Informational Meeting to present these
findings, explain the anticipated process, and gather additional feedback.
Given the nature of constructing such projects on private properties, the Sibley Island Levee appears to have
the greatest potential to be carried forward to completion. Developing the other levee segments will require a
greater consensus regarding support by the residents before proceeding, specifically those on whose property
the levee may be located. The BCWRD may wish to consider conducting a straw poll to document support or
requesting a petition from those interested in a project, prior to incurring significant project development
expense.
The next step in developing the Sibley Island Levee would be to formalize a Preliminary Engineering Report
then proceed to a public hearing and project vote. If that vote fails, further project development would cease,
because, without this levee, the southern levees would not be effective. If the vote passes, then a Preliminary
Engineering Report could be developed for the area south of Oahe Bend, and a public hearing and vote would
be scheduled for that segment. This would be preceded by a careful measure of public support and interest in
the project.
One element not evaluated in this feasibility study is the impact to water surface elevations on the Missouri
River. The proposed alignments do not encroach on the designated floodway boundary. An evaluation of the
project’s potential impact on water surface elevations could occur as part of the preliminary engineering
report for a project or it could be included in the permitting phase. The impacts on river elevations should be
evaluated to provide assurances to neighboring properties related to project implementation.
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